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Abstract 
Objectives: To quantitatively compare contrast differences between liver metastases and vessels on 

Hepatobiliary Phase (HP) gadoxetic-acid-enhanced 2-Dimensional (2D) single-shot Inversion 

Recovery Gradient-Echo (IRGRE) and 3D Fat Saturated GRE (FSGRE) magnetic resonance images.  

Methods: The study included 55 consecutive patients who had HP FSGRE and IRGRE (39 at 1.5T, 

16 at 3T) for liver metastases evaluation obtained 20 minutes after gadoxetic-acid administration. 

Thirty-eight patients had metastases (23 at 1.5T, 15 at 3T). Regions of interest were drawn measuring 

signal intensity (SI) of the largest lesion, normal liver, inferior vena cava, and background noise. 

Signal-to-noise (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR), respectively, were calculated as SI divided 

by standard deviation (SD) of background noise, and (S1-S2)/SD, where S1 and S2 represented SI 

for tissue 1 and tissue 2. Statistical analysis was via the Wilcoxon Sign Rank test. 

Results: Median liver-SNR for all 55 cases was greater for FSGRE than for IRGRE, as was lesion-

SNR in the 38 with lesions (p<0.05). Vessel-SNR was greater for IRGRE than for FSGRE at 3T 

(p<0.05), with no difference between techniques at 1.5T (p>0.05). Median lesion/vessel contrast and 

CNR for the 38 cases with metastases at 1.5T and the 15 at 3T were, in absolute value, greater for 

IRGRE than for FSGRE (p<0.05). While both techniques yielded high lesion-liver contrast and CNR, 

only IRGRE provided consistently high lesion-vessel contrast and CNR (p<0.05).  

Conclusion: Hepatobiliary-phase contrast difference between liver metastases and vessels was 

significantly and substantially greater for IRGRE than for FSGRE, potentially facilitating improved 

lesion detection using IRGRE.   
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Introduction  
 

Hepatobiliary phase (HP) MR images acquired 

at approximately 20 minutes following 

intravenous administration of a hepatocyte-

specific contrast agent, such as gadoxetic acid 

(gadoxetic disodium), have been shown to aid 

in lesion detection in patients with cancer 

evaluated for liver metastases [1-8]. Image 

acquisition is typically done with a 3-

dimensional (3D) fat-saturated gradient-echo 

(FSGRE) technique. At HP, metastases display 

relatively low signal intensity (SI) compared to 

the surrounding high SI contrast-agent-

containing liver parenchyma [9]. However, 

since at HP the intravascular component of the 

agent is mostly cleared by the kidneys, the 

intrahepatic vessels also display low SI, similar 

to that of metastases. Consequently, lesions 

adjacent to vessels may be difficult to detect, 

particularly when small [6,10,11]. To increase 

lesion/vessel contrast and improve lesion 

detection, some researchers have administered 

an additional, gadolinium-based intravascular 

contrast agent [12,13]. Inversion-recovery 

gradient-echo (IRGRE) imaging, also known as 

TurboFLASH (Siemens Healthineers), IR 

FSPGR (General Electric Healthcare), or T1-

TFE (Philips Healthcare), is a 2-dimensional 

(2D) single-shot gradient-echo technique that 

allows rapid acquisition of T1-weighted images 

during a single breath hold [14-16]. When a 

slice-selective IR pulse is used [14-16], the 

vessels display high SI from the inflow of 

unsaturated blood [17]. Since, for the GRE 

component of the pulse sequence, a relatively 

short repetition time (TR) and low flip angle are 

typically used, the acquisition time per slice is 

short (~1 second) and images with relatively 

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are obtained. 

When a hepatocyte-specific agent is used, 

however, the SI of liver parenchyma is 

substantially increased on HP images, and low 

SI metastases are easily distinguished from the 

high SI vessels because of increased 

lesion/vessel contrast. The purpose of this study 

was to quantitatively compare differences in 

contrast between liver metastases and vessels 

on HP gadoxetic-acid-enhanced 2D IRGRE and 

3D FSGRE images in order to assess the 

potential of HP IRGRE for differentiating 

metastases from vessels.  

 

Methods 

 
Patients and imaging 

 

This retrospective study was approved by our 

institutional review board which waived the 

requirement for written consent allowing 

review of images obtained in 55 consecutive 

patients referred for liver metastasis MR 

evaluation with a hepatocyte-specific contrast 

agent. Thirty-nine were imaged at 1.5T, and 16 

at 3.0T. Liver metastases were present in 38/55 

patients [men (n=13), women (n=25), age range 

33-88 years (mean age 61 ± 12 years)], with the 

diagnosis established histologically (biopsy 

n=19; surgery n=10), and/or from sequential 

imaging (n=9) showing multiple new lesions in 

a patient with known malignancy, interval 

enlargement of earlier diagnosed lesions, or 

decrease in lesion size with treatment. The 

primary malignancy in the 38 patients included 

neuroendocrine tumor (n=15), colon cancer 

(n=7), melanoma (n=5), and other (n=11). In 

23/38 patients with metastases imaging was at 

1.5T and in 15 at 3.0T. All scanners were from 

a single manufacturer (Siemens Healthineers). 

Selection of the scanner varied based on 

availability as determined by our departmental 

schedulers. All patients were imaged per our 

routine protocol for assessing hepatic 

metastases, and included axial breath-hold 

FSGRE and IRGRE images obtained 20 

minutes after intravenous administration of 0.1 

mL/kg body weight gadoxetic acid (Eovist 

Injection®, Bayer) [18]. In 18 cases IRGRE 

images were acquired immediately before 

FSGRE, and in 37 immediately after.  

 

MR pulse sequences and parameters 

 
FSGRE: The manufacturer’s standard 3D 

breath-hold technique [Volumetric Interpolated 
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Breath-hold Examination (VIBE®) [19], 

Siemens Healthineers] was used. Imaging 

parameters at 1.5T included: TR/TE 4.1-

4.9/1.9-2.4 ms, flip angle () 10°-12°, field-of-

view (FOV) 340-360 x 230-340 mm2, slice 

thickness 2.6-3.4 mm interpolated to 2.0 mm, 

matrix 256-288 x 130-190, slice number 96-

112, and parallel imaging acceleration factor 2. 

Imaging parameters at 3T included: TR/TE 4.0-

4.6/1.3-2.0 ms,  9°, FOV 380 x 280-310 mm2, 

slice thickness 3.1-4.0 mm interpolated to 2.0 

mm, matrix 320 x 170-180, slice number 88-

128, and parallel imaging acceleration factor 2 

or 4. 

 

IRGRE: This pulse sequence is characterized 

by two distinct components. The first 

component is a 180° (inversion recovery) 

radiofrequency pulse followed by a time delay 

(TI) that “prepares” the magnetization, thereby 

creating the dominant image contrast. This 

preparation is followed by the second 

component, a rapid single-slice 2D-GRE pulse 

sequence that acquires the image data. Because 

the GRE sequence uses a short TR and TE, and 

a low flip angle, it alone would generate an 

image with relatively low contrast between 

tissues as differences in SI are predominantly 

determined by proton density differences, with 

relatively weak T1 weighting. When the GRE 

sequence is preceded by the inversion pulse, 

however, the contrast becomes strongly T1-

weighted. Further, by using a slice-selective 

inversion preparation pulse, the vessels display 

high SI resulting from the inflow of unsaturated 

blood during TI [17]. The time delay TI, or 

inversion time, between the inversion pulse and 

acquisition of the central k-space lines of the 

GRE pulse sequence is selected to obtain the 

desired image contrast. We prefer a TI that 

results in the central k-space data of the GRE 

sequence being acquired when the longitudinal 

magnetization corresponding to hemangiomas 

crosses the transverse plane. As a result, the SI 

of these lesions is nulled and they appear dark 

on the images [15]. The GRE pulse sequence 

used radiofrequency spoiling of residual 

transverse magnetization (e.g., fast low-angle 

shot [FLASH]) and a sequential phase-

encoding order, with all phase-encoding steps 

acquired after one inversion pulse. Imaging 

parameters at 1.5T included: TR/TE/TI 9/4.4-

4.7/700 ms,  10°-15°, FOV 340-400 x 260-

360 mm2, slice thickness 4 mm, matrix 256 x 

150-210, slice number 41-45, interslice gap 

20%-30% (0.8-1.2 mm), and time between 

consecutive slices 1310-1370 ms. Imaging 

parameters at 3T included: TR/TE/TI 5.1-

5.8/2.4/900 ms,  15°, FOV 360-400 x 290-340 

mm2, slice thickness 4 mm, matrix 320 x 190-

200, slice number 42-54, interslice gap 20% 

(0.8 mm), and time between consecutive slices 

1470-1500 ms. 

 

Image analysis 
 

Regions of interest were drawn in the HP 

FSGRE and IRGRE images to measure the SI 

of the largest lesion in the 38 cases with lesions, 

and, in all 55 cases, that of the normal liver 

tissue (while excluding major intrahepatic 

vessels), the inferior vena cava (representative 

of vessels), and the background noise with 

avoidance of any obvious motion artifacts. The 

SNR was calculated as the SI divided by the 

standard deviation (SD) of the background 

noise. Contrast was calculated using the 

formula (S1-S2)/S2, where S1 and S2 

represented the SIs for tissue 1 and tissue 2 

(e.g., lesion and normal liver), respectively. 

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated 

using the formula (S1-S2)/SD. Contrast and 

CNR values were expressed in the absolute 

value units (i.e. as a positive number).  

 

Statistical Methods 

 
Descriptive summaries: The empirical SNR, 

contrast and CNR measurements from HP 

IRGRE and FSGRE were summarized by the 

median and the interquartile range (IQR) of the 

empirical distribution. These two non-

parametric rank-based summary measures were 

selected because, irrespective of the shape of 

underlying measurement distribution, the 
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median of the distribution is a reliable (i.e. 

robust) estimator for central location, and the 

IQR of the distribution is a reliable estimator for 

the measurement dispersion around the central 

location of the distribution. By definition, the 

IQR is the range of values between the 1st 

quartile (i.e. 25th percentile) and 3rd quartile (i.e. 

75th percentile) of the measurement 

distribution.  

Imaging comparisons: HP IRGRE versus 

FSGRE comparisons of SNR, contrast and 

CNR, were conducted using the Wilcoxon 

Signed Rank test; a robust non-parametric test 

for paired data. A two-sided p ≤ 0.05 decision 

rule was established a-priori as the null 

hypothesis rejection criterion for all between-

imaging modality comparisons.  

Statistical Software: The software of Splus, 

Spotfire version 8.2 (TIBCO Inc., Palo Alto, 

CA), was used to conduct the non-parametric 

statistical analyses.  

 

Results 

 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (Table 1): Median liver 

SNR for all 39 cases imaged at 1.5T and all 16 

imaged at 3T was significantly greater for 

FSGRE than for IRGRE, which was also the 

case for lesion SNR in the 38 cases with lesions 

(p<0.05). Median vessel SNR was significantly 

greater for IRGRE than for FSGRE at 3T 

(p<0.05), while there was no substantial 

difference at 1.5T (p>0.05).  Contrast (Table 

2): Median lesion/vessel contrast for the 23 

cases imaged at 1.5T and the 15 at 3T was, in 

absolute value, significantly greater for IRGRE 

than for FSGRE (p<0.05). While both IRGRE 

and FSGRE yielded high contrast for lesions 

compared to normal liver, only IRGRE 

provided consistently high contrast for lesions 

compared to vessels, which was also 

significantly greater than that for FSGRE 

(p<0.05). Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (Table 3): 

Median lesion/vessel CNR for the 23 cases 

imaged at 1.5T and the 15 at 3T was, in absolute 

value, significantly greater for IRGRE than for 

FSGRE, while the median lesion/liver CNR for 

these cases was significantly greater for FSGRE 

than for IRGRE (p<0.05). While both IRGRE 

and FSGRE yielded high CNR for lesions 

compared to liver, only IRGRE provided 

consistently high CNR for lesions compared to 

vessels, which was also significantly greater 

than that for FSGRE (p<0.05). 

 

Table 1: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) empirical distributions summarized by the median and the 

interquartile range (IQR) of the distributions. 

Tissue 
Number of 

Cases 

Field 

strength 

IRGRE FSGRE 

P-value   Median  Median  

[IQR] [IQR] 

Normal liver 
39 1.5T 50.7 [42.6, 82.0] 137.6 [111.5, 227.0] <0.001 

16 3T 89.9 [69.8, 96.7] 141.3 [111.0, 161.7] <0.001 

            

Lesion 
23 1.5T 25.2 [19.1, 36.0] 81.8 [62.8, 116.7] <0.001 

15 3T 35.8 [30.2, 53.6] 75.2 [61.8, 95.2]   0.001 

            

Vessel 
39 1.5T 86.5 [56.4, 104.5] 88.3 [69.9, 128.8]   0.197 

16 3T 180.8 [153.1, 250.1] 82.8 [69.8, 113.8] <0.001 
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Table 2: Contrast empirical distributions expressed in absolute value percentage units and summarized by 

the median and the interquartile range (IQR) of the distributions. 

Tissue1/Tissue2 
Number of 

Cases 

Field 

Strength 

IRGRE FSGRE 

P-value Median Median 

%[IQR] %[IQR] 

Lesion/Vessel 
23 1.5T 68.5 [60.2, 77.6] 13.7 [5.8, 32.3] <0.001 

15 3T 80.6 [73.8, 82.4] 9.0 [6.8, 18.4] <0.001 

            

Lesion/Liver  
23 1.5T 42.7 [40.4, 59.2] 38.8 [20.2, 52.0]   0.038 

15 3T 53.3 [40.4, 59.2] 43.4 [36.3, 50.0]   0.041 

            

Vessel/Liver 
39 1.5T 60.3 [45.3, 99.2] 40.8 [31.7, 54.1] <0.001 

16 3T 139.5 [102.3, 164.4] 37.2 [30.0, 43.5] <0.001 

Table 3: Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) empirical distributions expressed in absolute value units and 

summarized by the median and the interquartile range (IQR) of the distributions.  

Tissue1/Tissue2  
Number 

of Cases 

Field 

Strength 

IRGRE FSGRE 

P-value Median Median 

[IQR] [IQR] 

Lesion/Vessel  
23 1.5T 64.8 [40.1, 82.0] 14.6 [5.6, 27.2] <0.001 

15 3T 147.8 [127.4, 192.5] 9.4 [4.8, 17.7] <0.001 

            

 Lesion/Liver  
23 1.5T 20.6 [12.5, 36.9] 42.9 [22.0, 81.2]   0.001 

15 3T 51.2 [29.7, 53.7] 58.2 [45.3, 76.1]   0.008 

            

Vessel/Liver  
39 1.5T 29.2 [22.3, 46.6] 62.4 [41.2, 88.7] <0.001 

16 3T 99.3 [83.0.4, 153.4] 46.0 [40.7, 62.5] <0.001 

Images: Examples of lesion/vessel contrast in HP IRGRE and FSGRE are given in figures 1-3. 
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Figure 1: Three consecutive axial hepatobiliary phase gadoxetic-acid contrast-enhanced (a,b,c) IRGRE 

and corresponding (d,e,f) FSGRE images of the liver obtained at 3T in a patient with metastatic 

neuroendocrine tumor. There are several small low signal intensity metastases (straight arrows) next to 

vessels. The lesions are readily depicted on IRGRE and can be well distinguished from the adjacent 

high signal intensity vessels. However, the lesions are more difficult to detect on the FSGRE images 

because they display similar low signal intensity as the adjacent vessels. Note that the high signal 

intensity of the vessels in the IRGRE images is from inflow of unsaturated spins. At hepatobiliary phase 

the vessels in FSGRE display low signal intensity because the intravascular component of the contrast 

agent has been mostly cleared by the kidneys. The signal void in a, b, d and e (open arrows) in the 

posterior aspect of the right lobe is caused by susceptibility artifact from surgical clips related to prior 

wedge resection of a metastasis. 

 

 

    

a. b. c. 

d. e. f. 
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a. 

d

b. 

b. c. 

e. f. 
 

 

Figure 2: Three consecutive axial hepatobiliary phase gadoxetic-acid contrast-enhanced (a,b,c) IRGRE 

and corresponding (d,e,f) FSGRE images of the liver obtained at 1.5T in a patient with multiple liver 

metastases from colon cancer. There is a large metastasis (open arrows) abutting the right hepatic vein 

posteriorly. The low signal intensity lesion is well depicted against the surrounding normal parenchyma. 

(b, c) An additional small metastasis (straight arrows) located at the confluence of the right and middle 

hepatic vein near the inferior vena cava is well depicted on IRGRE because of the high lesion/vessel 

contrast. However, it is much more difficult to identify on FSGRE (f, straight arrow) because it displays 

similar low signal intensity as the vessels, and hence can be easily overlooked. 
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Figure 3: Axial hepatobiliary phase gadoxetic-acid contrast-enhanced (a) IRGRE and corresponding 

(b) FSGRE images obtained at 1.5T in a patient with metastatic neuroendocrine tumor to the liver who 

was unable to breath hold completely during the examination. There are numerous small metastases 

that are readily depicted in (a) as low signal intensity foci (several indicated with arrows), but are 

imperceptible in (b) as the image is slightly degraded from respiratory motion artifact.  

 

 

Discussion 

 
It was found that contrast and CNR between 

metastases and vessels on HP gadoxetic-acid-

enhanced images were significantly and 

substantially greater for IRGRE than FSGRE. 

Since there is relatively little difference in SI 

between lesions and vessels on FSGRE images, 

differentiation of a metastasis from an adjacent 

intrahepatic vessel on these images is largely 

based visually on the difference in diameter, 

and the continuing, longitudinal appearance of 

the vessel on consecutive slices compared to the 

localized appearance of the lesion. When a 

metastasis is small, however, and approaches 

the diameter of that for a vessel, detection can 

become more difficult, and the lesion can be 

overlooked and mistaken for a vessel because 

of similarity in SI [6,10,11]. In these instances, 

availability of HP IRGRE images can be 

helpful with identifying the lesions because of 

the high contrast between structures. We 

therefore include HP IRGRE in our routine 

liver lesion protocol using hepatocyte-specific-

enhanced MR imaging as it can facilitate lesion 

detection, particularly the small ones adjacent 

to vessels, and potentially improve clinical 

diagnosis. There are several features of the 

IRGRE pulse sequence that are distinctly 

different from FSGRE, the pulse sequence most 

commonly used with HP liver imaging [1,2,4-

11,20,21]. First, whereas in FSGRE the T1 

tissue contrast is determined by the TR and flip 

angle, the dominant parameter in determining 

tissue contrast in IRGRE is the inversion time 

(TI), i.e., the time interval between the 

inversion RF pulse and the acquisition of the 

central k-space data of the GRE pulse sequence. 

It has been our experience that when a relatively 

long TI is used (700 ms at 1.5T, and 900 ms at 

3T, respectively) allowing acquisition of the 

 

a. b. 
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central lines of k-space data of the GRE pulse 

sequence when the longitudinal magnetization 

corresponding to hemangiomas passes through 

the transverse plane causing the lesions to 

display low SI (using conventional magnitude 

reconstruction), they can be easily 

differentiated, without use of intravenous 

contrast material, from other lesions such as 

metastases (displaying intermediate-low SI 

relative to liver) and cysts (displaying 

intermediate SI with a low intensity 

surrounding margin [15]. Second, by applying 

a slice-selective IR pulse, the long TI permits 

substantial flow of unsaturated spins into the 

image plane, causing the major hepatic vessels 

to display high SI and the smaller, more 

peripheral vessels to have sufficient signal to 

display an intensity that is greater than or equal 

to that of the surrounding gadoxetic-acid-

enhanced parenchyma. Thus, the overall 

appearance of liver parenchyma is more 

homogeneous than that in FSGRE where the 

vessels are seen as low SI structures traversing 

the tissue. Because on IRGRE the SI of vessels 

is higher or, for smaller vessels, similar to that 

of the surrounding parenchyma, lesions 

displaying low SI such as metastases are easily 

distinguished from the normal parenchyma and 

vessels because of the high contrast between 

these tissues. Since, with FSGRE, there is 

relatively little inflow enhancement due to the 

thickness of the (3D) slab and the short time 

interval between consecutive RF pulses, the 

vessels display relatively low SI, similar to that 

of metastases. As a result, small lesions 

adjacent to vessels may be difficult to identify, 

see Figures 1 and 2.  Third, since IRGRE is a 

2D single-shot technique, it is relatively robust 

against ghost artifacts from respiration. This is 

because the acquisition time per slice is much 

less than the respiratory cycle. Hence, when a 

patient is unable to breath hold during the 

acquisition, or moves, images can be obtained 

that are relatively free of motion artifacts, and 

lesions can still be visualized, see Figure 3a. 

This is in contrast to FSGRE which is relatively 

prone to ghost artifacts when the patient is 

breathing; typically these artifacts affect all 

images of the data set leading to lesion 

obscuration, see Figure 3b. There are several 

limitations of IRGRE that are inherent to the 

pulse sequence design and that can affect 

assessment of liver metastases on HP 

gadoxetic-acid-enhanced images. First, because 

of the relatively short time period allowed by 

the breath-hold duration, the timing limitation 

imposed by the inversion-recovery structure of 

the pulse sequence, and the desire to collect 

multiple slices during a single breath hold, the 

number of phase-encoding steps for the GRE 

component of the pulse sequence is limited. 

Consequently, the in-plane spatial resolution 

for the IRGRE images is lower than that for the 

typical FSGRE technique. Second, the liver 

SNR on IRGRE images is generally lower than 

that on FSGRE, even with the added signal 

from the accumulated gadoxetic-acid contrast 

agent within the hepatocytes. It is for this 

reason that we use a larger voxel volume for 

IRGRE compared to FSGRE to compensate for 

the low SNR. Nevertheless, despite this 

limitation, lesion/vessel contrast for HP IRGRE 

was shown to be better for IRGRE than for 

FSGRE in this study. Although the relatively 

low spatial resolution and relatively low SNR 

of the IRGRE images may limit the ability to 

detect clinically relevant lesions this is, in our 

experience, not always the case. Third, as is the 

case with other 2D single-shot acquisition 

techniques, breathing by the patient during data 

acquisition can lead to an apparent irregular 

spacing of the anatomy caused by the 

(predominantly) cranial-to-caudad movement 

of the abdominal structures. This can lead to 

apparent “gaps” between axial slices from the 

shifting anatomy caused by the fact that the 

anatomy of interest for the acquisition of some 

slices differs from that for the acquisition of 

other slices. Consequently, lesions that fall in 

these “gaps” are not visualized. Also, when 

tissues move in and out of the selected slice 

during image acquisition, changes in tissue 

contrast can occur as not all tissues within a 

given slice experience all RF pulses of the pulse 

sequence. These contrast changes can lead to 

obscuration of lesions, or cause signal voids 
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that mimic lesions. These “gaps” and variations 

in tissue contrast do not occur in FSGRE due to 

the 3D nature of the acquisition. To limit the 

respiratory artifacts on IRGRE we now acquire 

these images with respiratory gating, something 

that was not yet implemented when this study 

was performed. We did not consider the effect 

of lesion size on depicting metastases adjacent 

to vessels using IRGRE as our study was 

merely designed to determine quantitative 

differences in signal and contrast between 

lesions and vessels. Also, the sensitivity and 

specificity of IRGRE in detecting metastases, 

and the effect of breathing artifacts, were not 

assessed. Further investigation is needed to 

determine the clinical value of HP IRGRE in 

diagnosing liver metastases in patients with 

cancer. Because of these limitations, we do not 

suggest that IRGRE be used instead of FSGRE 

for lesion detection on HP gadoxetic-acid-

enhanced images. Rather, the technique can be 

helpful when used in conjunction with HP 

contrast-enhanced-FSGRE as it facilitates 

lesion detection without the use of additional, 

gadolinium-based intravascular contrast agent 

[12]. Once a possible lesion is found on HP 

IRGRE, correlation with the corresponding 

FSGRE images will need to be performed to 

determine whether the lesion is real and 

represents a metastasis. Obviously, images 

from other pulse sequences, such as T2-

weighted, diffusion-weighted, and arterial, 

portal venous, and equilibrium phase dynamic, 

contrast-enhanced images should also be 

considered when evaluating the liver for 

metastases with MR imaging [13]. This study 

was also limited by technical factors associated 

with making noise measurements in clinical 

images acquired with commonly-used features 

such as prescan normalization, optimized 

multicoil image reconstruction, and parallel 

imaging. When these features are used, the 

statistics of noise measured in the image 

background may not reflect that for noise 

associated with a region of interest (e.g., normal 

tissue or a lesion) in the central portion of the 

field of view. Further, the background noise 

statistics are not the same as those for 

conventional single-coil magnitude-

reconstructed images [22]. For our study, this 

issue was likely more important for the FSGRE 

acquisition, because parallel imaging with an 

acceleration factor of 2 or 4 was used for 

FSGRE, whereas no parallel imaging was used 

for the IRGRE acquisition. For FSGRE, one 

would expect potentially higher noise levels in 

certain central regions secondary to parallel-

imaging acceleration, which would result in 

overestimation of corresponding SNR or CNR 

values when these values are based on noise in 

the image background. Since this situation 

would favor FSGRE over IRGRE, it did not 

change our primary finding that lesion/vessel 

CNR was greater for IRGRE than for FSGRE, 

however. Another limitation of this study is that 

specific pulse sequence optimizations (e.g., flip 

angle, repetition time or inversion time) were 

not performed. Instead, established clinical MR 

protocols, in use for several years at our 

institution, were employed. In conclusion, it 

was shown that lesion/vessel contrast and CNR 

on HP gadoxetic-acid enhanced MR imaging 

were significantly and substantially greater for 

IRGRE than for FSGRE, potentially allowing 

improved visualization of metastases, 

particularly when small and adjacent to vessels. 

Despite the limitations of IRGRE with respect 

to in-plane spatial resolution, slice thickness, 

and apparent gaps and contrast variations in 

case of patient breathing, the addition of HP 

IRGRE in a liver metastasis MR protocol using 

gadoxetic-acid enhanced FSGRE could 

potentially facilitate lesion detection, and aid in 

clinical diagnosis.  

 

Abbreviations 

 
Single Shot Inversion-Recovery Gradient-Echo 

(IRGRE),  

Hepatobiliary phase (HP) 

2-dimensional (2D) 

Inversion Recovery Gradient-Echo (IRGRE) 
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Signal intensity (SI) 
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Magnetic Resonance (MR) 

Inversion-recovery (IR) 

Repetition time (TR) 

Time delay (TI) 
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